
We Could Win in Technically,but ...... in Political Unite??. 2020/5/21,22
Cobid19 is mere a naked king exposed by All Nation People Testing.We could win soon.

Now it may have some problem and needs overwhelming global consensus to accomplish.

Unless global wide complete virus eradication success,any nation could be safe for ever..

If we could have come back society,our tasks must be changed toward solving the

invisible,but fatal problem having caused the global Corona riot by the ruler.

*Vaccination:Recent news told,only 8/40 are effective in vaccine testing people.As for it,author has been

surveying on,however some told frequent mutation make it critical,while some told mutation is slow enough

to establish it.Some told,recovered patient has less anti-body the immunity for not becoming ill again.

[１]：Substantially Who Has Been Ruling World and What They Plan at Now ?!!
 Who Has Been Ruling this World!<people are divided who rule and who are ruled>

http://www.777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf

Rockefeller USA once created NAZI for exterminating Jew the religion race,and after the war,

they imported NAZI person and technology to establish CIA military industry complex.Now they

had become substantial,but invisible Global Political Ruling Machine embedded in each nations.

APPENDIX-1: Hitler's Prophecy ─ About the Future of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05

"... (at the end of the 20th century) even if the surface is democracy or socialist world, in reality

Naziism may rule . Democracy countries and socialist countries both use Nazi weapons to

compete and kill each other. , society as I want, no matter divided into a large number who are

governed and those who govern strongly. it is also a period of natural disaster. the human race is

revenge terribly from nature. climate is also divided into two , intense heat and fierce cold air, fire

and ice, floods and droughts will attack alternate planets. "

 Now What They Plan and Do ?!!<entirely pursuing more stronger ruling over people>.

Such they had made a fatal fail,the destroying climate by massive oil consuming,Now it had

become too serious.A nation had become not to assure all people’s stable life by anymore.

Above all,accelerated climate disasters would attack mass foods supply and basic infrastructure.

None is more dangerous for ruler,but collective hungry people seeking foods to survive !!

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyn Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

http://www.777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm


[２]：Now They Had Made Fatal Failure to Cause Own Destroying.
 Operation EndGame.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

 bio weapon toward both global de-democratizing and depopulation .
Now none will believe its was caused from wild animals in China,but is too timely and

intensional to attack now world causing the unprecedented global horror against peoples

both life and livelihoods Now massive people in each nation has been facing strong fear for

own life and livelihoods by drastic jobless rate rise in rapid massive decline of business in

many kind of service. .(Death/infected people)might be less,while infected people are

massive,so it’s dangerous.If the attack would become many times wave,possible death

could not be small.Above all,this virus riots had caused so called social distance disabling

people’s contacting,which is to intercept aural democracy as usual..How to over come

deadly crisis of democracy at now!,

 COBID19 is mere a Naked King Exposed by All People Testing(APT) !!.
Lock down Strategy is simple,but strong to intercept infection expansion by few weeks to

months.Though it is simultaneous economy activity lock down destructive to business.Then

note all is due to a simple,but decisive fact we can’t see(discriminate)who is infected or not

Hence,once we could have tested all people,then the trouble some social lock-down is not

necessary any more.Because none infected can come back to business as usual,while

infected are isolated to hospital for medicare.It is game over in its principle.In fact, APT is

actually possible by established technology and cost by some shorter time .

http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

*Certainly the testing at now is incomplete,thereby ,endeavoring toward it is decisive !!

Now many insidious or stupid are saying it would take 1 or more years to settle down.
While,some are now hunting witch to blast their angry due to own failure in the

countermeasure,It is the worst deed to interfere the decent countermeasure in emergency.

 Massive negative assured people come back society to act toward new Constructing

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf


[３]：Coming New Constructing the Fundamental Strategy.
Such they had made a fatal fail,the destroying climate by massive oil consuming,Now it had

become too serious.A nation had become not to assure all people’s stable life by anymore.

Above all,accelerated climate disasters would attack mass foods supply and basic infrastructure.

None is more dangerous for ruler,but collective hungry people seeking foods to survive !!

 This is also decisive the highest priority problem of us all at now.

Note such they had done the Corona with mind state of do or die.So it is us who is too stupid

not knowing the imminent crisis.Now we are paying unprecedented cost as outrageous non

stop victims rise by Corona.Thereby we must drastically change our mind(the as usual)

toward recognizing the fact unfavorable(climate crisis now heading global extinction !!).

Our life(as usual)is not rigidly stable,but too fragile by drastic Environmental Change!
Learning tolerance in life is decisive to survive in coming more vulnerable world.

Global Corona riot is caused only by air contamination,but the consequence is large enough to

destroy simultaneously many lives and large scale business.Thanks to those,almost global

inhabitants equally and simultaneously have learned tolerance in tough life for the interval.

In modern age,except wartime,we were living time of growing pleasure life only,but not of suffer.

This high fee lesson must not be of no use,but of use in coming more and more dangerous crisis.

If once again we would fail by having forgotten the tolerance,we could not have salvation

anymore.

 Business as usual had died,so it’s nothing,but new business to reincarnate.
Economy dynamics is positive feedback one,thus once it declined,no recover again,unless

something large demand inputting, For an example,it is the new-deal policy in the great

depression era.It is a big demand made by public sector,but not free market side.However

the inputting is also possible by NGO side’s big fund.

 Following Big Inputting would Cause Big Future Benefits.
Following are emergency strategy to construct so called essential business.

Not mentioned important task is scaling up Foods and New Energy Supplying.
Climate engineering contains also technology of direct fixing climate dynamics process.

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf


Below is most emergent problem ,now we are heading Arctic Methane Catastrophe.

Unless success,we would be extincted in hell of methane fire storm world.It agrees with

the Bible and the Nordic Myth prediction.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Now our earth had been broken,so it takes cost to recover by anyhow.

Once global massive people had simultaneously recognized the emergency,then global

ability with global big fund would endeavor to invent better technology and method toward

final winning.

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf


APPENDIX-1: Hitler's Prophecy ─ About the Future of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05

Following are the words (prophecy) spoken by Hitler.Excerpt from "1999 onwards" (Shodensha)

“… The “ two poles ” go further and further. Since 1989, humans are increasingly divided into a

very small number of new types of rulers and a very large number of new types of rules. those

are who control and obey everything, and the other are those who are unwittingly manipulated

and obeyed. And it's not the

only one going on. As humans do so, cataclysms will occur on Earth and in space . After 1989,

an unprecedented catastrophe (major catastrophe) approaches humankind from space.

When I was young, I wrote in "My Struggle" that humans will eventually be revenge from nature .

That is the situation after 1989. As human beings think up and commit the universe's nature, the

universe causes humanity to suffer revenge. And that brings humanity to the ultimate ,

unimaginable state . The ultimate in the 21st century, 150 years after I was born(2039) . Even if I

myself see it clearly with inspiration, it will be an incredible ultimate. "

"... (at the end of the 20th century) even if the surface is democracy or socialist world, in reality

Naziism may rule . Democracy countries and socialist countries both use Nazi weapons to

compete and kill each other. , society as I want, no matter divided into a large number who are

governed and those who govern strongly. it is also a period of natural disaster. the human race is

revenge terribly from nature. climate is also divided into two , intense heat and fierce cold air, fire

and ice, floods and droughts will attack alternate planets. "

"Therefore, " superhuman (Ubermensch) " appears from that. Ordinary human beings can no

longer control such a crisis. In order to respond to it, human beings produce superhumans,

superhumans govern the world and climate, humans and wars. It will be.

In other words, many people who live under the natural disaster. The minority who controls it. A

superhuman group that virtually controls the world behind it. This is the world of the 21st century

that I foresee . "

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html


APPENDIX-2:Basic Income is decisive Drug to Treat the Deadly Livelihood.
New Corona mutation rate is higher than old.,which is to cause early settlement difficult?!.

The detail is to be surveyed in APPENDIX-24.This deny recovery of Business as Usual.

Now many people are facing drastic economy decline causing stronger fear than that of infection

possibility ???.As for them,the worst case scenario is unlikely to admit.This attitude may cause

another coming more disaster.Possible option is logically opposite two way {  }as follows.

 No Recovery of Business as Usual by any more.
Admitting the worst case scenario is to change the whole regime.Because long lasting

combatting against virus can not help,but minimize the economy,which turn to vast economy

disruption with many jobless people in many business,but except the Essential Ones.

However once having admitted the worst scenario,economy design is to consider only

keeping the essential business with caring massive jobless people,but not their business .

Note finance for saving the dying Business is far larger than that of jobless people.This is

not only problem of the expenditure vs effectiveness,but also of keeping social stability in

crisis.Then people must admit becoming equally poor by altogether at once.

*This agree with religious principle as for “people must cooperative to live in the crisis”.

*This agree with anticipation on long years lasting for combating the virus.

*This agree with market principle as for “demand and supply as for dying business”.

 Recovery of Business as Usual in A Time.
Economy design is to consider all the business as usual.Now some of those are facing

drastic decline and they are now demanding enormous emergency financial support from

government.If the virus riot had been settled in a time by any how,those declined business

would recover to business as usual as time goes on.This may be needs success of vaccine

to accomplish “stable “herd immunity !!. This is the kernel point of the debate at now !!!

The Failure would cause more Disasters in coming long years !!
Thereby,the Optimism now is insidious to hide and cause coming 2nd wave attack.

If not,the financial support would have been big vain(big debt no repayment) to cause

following financial support from government more difficult.Note”the if not” means stil lasting

the virus riot.Then the loss is not only finance,but also mental and health power of people in

more confused society.After all,this could not help,but become to strategy=  

http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf


 Corona Economics(Basic Income=BI)the Consistency in the Simplest Model 
Al Qur'an;Bull 219: <modified by author by Japanese translation>

And if you've asked how much you should give zakat(donation)?, answer the surplus..

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html

Government’s any amount of rational BI payment never increase debt,but balance by setting

nothing surplus of BE,National Finance as usual has been increasing Government Debt due

to NGO corporate surplus increasing<Zero Sum Theorem on total debt and bond>.

BE=Business Essential is defined as active economy actors in Corona Economy Regime.

ECONOMICS the Income  Outgo Matrix.<colum=outgo ,row=income >

Following is a numerical example.

Governent

GE=70

Bank B-Essential
140

B-non Essen Home

130

Governent 0 70(GE) 30 0 GH=30

Bank 0 0 0 0

B-Essential=BE EG=40 0 0 EH=100
B-non Essen 0 0 0 0

Home HG=30 0 70 30=salary 0

The Design Algorithm:
 Green row is fundamental demands＝consuming pay by home(100) and government(40).

 By jobless rate,BI ratio is determined in total consuming sum 100=30+70,

 Tax total Government pay( 40) BI pay(30)=40+30=70 GE..

 See     Tax Home 30, Tax BE=70-30=40.

 Salary Home by BE BE income  BE tax  140-40=100

BI=HG=30 is high rate in home consuming=30/100 30%,which could be also jobless rate !

Thus Bi becomes evident to be stable without debt increasing in government.

＊reference:MacroEconomic Circulation

http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html
http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html


ECONOMICS the Income  Outgo Matrix.<column=outgo ,row=income >

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Governent Bank B-Essential B-non Essen Home

Governent 0 GE GH(tax) 0 GH

Bank 0 0 0 0

B-Essential=BE EG(G pay) 0 0 EH(payment)

B-non Essen 0 0 0 0

Home HG=B Income 0 HE GH=salary 0

This is the simplest model for easy calculation toward proving the money circulation consistency

 Assumption:Any economy actors{G,BE,H}has nothing both debt & surplus.

 Essentially who pay tax? corporate tax home(corporate salary) tax GE.

All of tax GE is essentially created by coorporate acitivity !

 Income-Outgo calculations as follows.

 HOME:HI HO=(HG+HE GH) (EH GH) 0 :

home income=BI+salary from BE(+income for tax),,,,outgo=pay for BE+home tax

 BE: EI EO=(EG+EH) (GE-GH+HE+GH)=(EG+(HG+HE)) (GE+HE) (EG+(HG) (GE) 0.

account selling pay(tax+salary)

 All of tax After all,GE is essentially created by coorporate acitivity !”

 Government:GI GO=((GE GH)+GH) (HG+EG)=(GE) (EG+(HG) 0:

government account-=tax on (BE+HOME) (pay to home BI pay to BE) 0

 Note Government BI payment never increase debt,but balance due to nothing surplus of BE,

That is 0=(EG+HG) (GE).

Note nothing government debt rise means a possibility of no inflation in crisis economy.

However,the crisis factors always has inflation possibility.

 Jobless Rate:
BE get all of pay BI= HG and government pay=EG.People engaged in BE is not jobless one.

Thereby jobless rate =(  rate of BE jobs)

 More Advanced Economics Design;
Most of you could not get satisfaction for above the simplest model ?!.

Those who has calculation tool,you should try to design more realistic complicated model !!

N actors N(N-1)payment variables income variables.

N variables of surplus or debt equation(diagonal variables). the total sum 0

Thus free controllable variables number F N(N-1)  .

If none wish debt,F N(N-1) N.

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf


APPENDIX-3: Easy saliva sampling does not need laborious sampling in
PCR Test.
A Bio tech Co launches saliva PCR test reagent = Reduces risk of new corona infection in

sampling COBID19 virus.

https://www.m-ikkou.co.jp/medic_news/detail/20200519_3.html

Massive and rapid PCR testing become easier by such improved method without specialist..

https://www.m-ikkou.co.jp/medic_news/detail/20200519_3.html

